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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A training apparatus for football players including a 
supporting member, a charging station supported by the 
supporting member and extending toward a player posi 
tioned to contact the charging station, an impact sensing 
means such as a push switch located in the charging sta 
tion for sensing the initial or threshold impact pressure 
applied to the charging station by a player, this impact 
sensing means being selectively controlled by the trainer 
or coach to respond to a preselected impact threshold 
pressure, a two-position switch responsive to the main 
taining of a predetermined sustained pressure against the 
charging station, which sustained pressure may be less 
than the initial or threshold impact pressure, a powered 
motor responsive to the obtaining of the preselected im 
pact threshold pressure by the player and to the main 
taining of at least the sustained pressure to actively drive 
the charging station away from the player, this powered 
motor being also responsive to the failure to maintain the 
predetermined sustained pressure against the charging 
station to actively move the charging station toward the 
player, optionally an additional sensor may be included 
which detects pressure applied in a direction which de 
parts from a previously determined reference direction 
and a motor which is rseponsive to such reference direc 
tion departure to move the charging station relative to 
the player. 

This invention relates in general to improvements in 
football practice apparatus for use in teaching, training, 
and developing football players and more particularly to 
a device for teaching correct blocking procedures to foot 
ball players. 

Therefore, an object of this invention is the provision 
of training equipment that reflects as nearly as possible 
conditions which may occur in a football game so that 
during training the coach has an opportunity to correct 
mistakes made by the players. 

Another object of this invention is the provision of cer 
tain control structure which forces the player to assume 
certain positions and follow certain practices in order to 
correctly use the apparatus. 
A further object of this invention is to provide struc 

ture for increasing or decreasing the resistance in the mov 
able portion of the apparatus so that the player in making 
his offensive and defensive charges will be subjected to 
varied opposing reactions by the apparatus which are 
controlled by the coach. 
A still further object of this invention is the provision 

of a football training apparatus for developing athletes’ 
muscles and re?exes particularly suitable for football. 
And yet a still further object of this invention is the 

provision of a football blocking apparatus so constructed 
that, when the player does not follow the proper pre 
scribed method of utilization, the machine reacts in the 
manner of an opposing player and offers the proper 
counter resistance to overcome the player’s improper 
blocking procedures. 

Generally the present football training apparatus has 
a pedestal supporting base at one end of a horizontally 
extending boom arm, or radius arm, and a second hori 
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zontally extending transverse boom arm, or thrust arm, 
located at the remaining end of the ?rst mentioned arm. 
At the free end of the thrust arm there is a pivotally 
mounted blocking pad so mounted that the player occupy 
ing the offensive position upon charging the blocking pad 
will have the sensation of an opponent trying to elude 
him or, at times, counter blocking. In addition the coach, 
from a position adjacent the pivotal point of the ap 
paratus, can increase or decrease the resistance offered 
by the boom arms depending upon the conditions exist 
ing between the player and the machine. This arrange 
ment has the additional advantage of remaining in sub 
stantially the same area so that other team players can 
observe and hear the instructions given by the coach 
without having to follow the training apparatus down the 
?eld. ' 

Other objects, advantages and capabilities of the in 
vention will become apparent from the following de 
scription, taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings showing only a preferred embodiment of the 
invention. 

In the drawings: 
FIGURE 1 is a top plan view of the football blocking 

machine of the present invention; 
FIGURE 2 is a vertical section view taken along lines 

2——2 of FIGURE 1; 
FIGURE 3 is a vertical section view of the main axle 

support and coach’s station taken along lines 3-3 of 
FIGURE 1; 
FIGURE 4 is a vertical section view taken along lines 

4—4 of FIGURE 3; 
FIGURE 5 is a horizontal section view taken along 

lines 5——5 of FIGURE 3; 
FIGURE 6 is a horizontal section view taken along 

lines 6—6 of FIGURE 3; 
FIGURE 7 is a vertical section view showing the trans 

verse boom arm assembly and blocking pad taken along 
lines 7—7 of FIGURE 2; 
FIGURE 8 is an exploded perspective view of the com 

ponents of the blocking pad; 
FIGURE 9 is a vertical section view taken along lines 

9-9 of FIGURE 7; 
FIGURE 10 is a vertical section view taken along lines 

10-10 of FIGURE 9; 
FIGURE 11 is a horizontal section view taken along 

lines 11—11 of FIGURE 10; 
FIGURE 12 is a horizontal section view similar to that 

shown in FIGURE 11 however, showing the blocking pad 
being pivoted to activate certain of the mechanisms; and 
FIGURE 13 is a schematic diagram of the electrical and 

hydraulic systems which control the operation of the 
machine. 

Referring to the drawings wherein like reference nu 
merals designate corresponding parts throughout the sev 
eral ?gures, the football blocking machine of the present 
invention is designated generally by the numeral 20. Com 
prising the blocking machine 20 are four components 
generally indicated as the coach’s control station and 
associated controls 21, the main boom arm assembly, or 
radius arm 22, the transvere boom arm assembly, or 
thrust arm 23 and the blocking pad 24. The blocking 
machine 20 is pivotally mounted about a main vertical 
axle 25 which is set into the ground in a pedestal 
mount 26. 
The coach’s control station 21 comprises a main boom 

arm lower support plate 27 and a main boom arm upper 
support plate 28 to which is attached in a ?xed manner, 
the main boom arm assembly 22. Strut members 29 
maintain the support plates 27 and 28 in a proper spaced 
relationship and the support plate 27 acts as a platform 
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to carry the various control equipment for the present 
invention. Mounted generally upon the lower support 
plate 27 is an electric motor 31 which is suitably ener 
gized from a current source to be later described. The 
output shaft 32 of the electric motor is coupled with 
an input shaft 33 of a hydraulic pump 34. Upon ener 
gization, the hydraulic pump 34 receives the hydraulic 
?uid from the reservoir tank 35 and dispenses it to the 
various parts of the present invention which require the 
?uid for operation. A portion of the pressurized hydraulic 
?uid is transmitted through lines 36, 36a and 36b to a 
well-known type of reversible hydraulic motor 37 which 
is driven by the pressurized ?uid upon a previously given 
command signal. The ?ow of the pressurized ?uid to 
the hydraulic motor 37 is controlled by the motor con 
trol valve 38, a pair of solenoids 39 and 41, and a hy 
draulic motor control switch 42. The latter components 
will be later described. 
The hydraulic pump 34 also supplies pressurized ?uid 

to the transverse boom control cylinder 43 which func 
tions to position the transverse boom arm 23 relative 
to the main boom arm assembly 22. The ?ow of the 
?uid to the transverse boom arm cylinder 43 is accom 
plished in a manner similar to that of the hydraulic 
motor in that pressurized ?uid is passed to a cylinder 
control valve 44 which is controlled by a pair of sole 
noids 45, 46 which are under control of a cylinder con 
trol switch 47. 
The coach’s control station 21 pivots about the main 

axle 25 by means of bearing structures 48 and 49. There 
fore, it can readily be seen, especially in FIGURE 3, 
that the main boom arm support plates 27, 28 are suit 
ably connected to the bearings 48, 49 by means of 
fasteners 51 projecting through the horizontally extending 
?ange portion of each bearing. A plurality of slip ring 
brushes 52a supply power to the various electrical por 
tions of the invention. The brushes 52a project through 
the bearing ?ange and rest against the slip rings 60 
mounted upon the slip ring platform 53. The platform 
53 is secured by means of fasteners 53a to a large toothed 
movable sprocket 54 that is concentric with, but not 
mounted to, main axle 25. The movable sprocket 54 
rests upon a ?xed spring support plate 55 which is secure 
ly mounted for non-rotative movement to the axle 25. 
In order that the sprocket 54 should have limited rota 
tive movement with respect to the axle 25 and to the 
spring support plate 55, there is a suitable bearing surface 
56 interposed therebetween. Mounted securely under 
neath to the movable sprocket 54 are a pair of sprocket 
arms 57, 58 which are interposed in the coils of springs 
61, 63. The ?xed spring support plate 55 is so designed 
as to have a pair of projecting spring supports 59 which 
lie parallel to the sprocket arms 57, 58 when the ‘football 
blocking machine is in a rest position. Compressed be 
tween the spring supports 59 of the ?xed spring support 
plate 55 are two springs 61, 63 secured thereto by means 
of spring holders 62 affixed to spring pressure plate 64. 

Since the sprocket 54 has connected to it the arms 
57, 58, and since the ?xed spring support plate 55 is 
secured to the main axle 25, it is seen that the sprocket 
54 has only limited movement and this movement is 
controlled by the amount of compression the springs 61, 
63 are able to achieve. If the main boom arm assembly 
22 is given a sudden push in a clockwise direction as 
viewed in FIGURE 1, this sudden shock is taken up by 
the springs 61, 63 when the motion is transmitted through 
the hydraulic motor sprocket 65 to the sprocket chain 
66 and the sprocket 54. The sprocket will tend to rotate 
clockwise thereby compressing one half of each of the 
springs 61, 63 and tensioning the other half of the coils 
of springs 61, 63 by movement of the sprocket arms 57, 
58. Since the ?xed spring support plate 55 is unable to 
move, sprocket 54 will be prevented from further rota 
tion when springs 61, 63 reach maximum compression. 
The sprocket 54 never moves more than the limited 
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amount allowed by the springs. In order that correct 
tension may be maintained upon sprocket chain 66, 
there is mounted on the underneath of the coach’s con 
trol station 21 an idler pulley 67 which is adjustable to 
accomplish the required purpose. 
The main boom arm assembly 22 comprises generally, 

laterally extending support tubing 68 which is ?xed to 
the respective main boom arm upper support plate 28 
and the main boom arm lower support plate 27. The 
plurality of struts 69 provide the required cross-bracing 
to tubing 68 for structural rigidity. At the remote end 
of the main boom arm assembly 22 is a vertical trans 
verse boom pivot axle 71 suitably a?ixed between the 
main support tubing members 68. Pivoted about the 
pivot axle 71 is the transverse boom arm assembly 23. 
Generally, the longitudinal centerlines of the boom arm 
assemblies 22, 23 intersect the pivot axle 71 at right 
angles to one another. The transverse boom arm control 
cylinder 43 lies across the included angle of the two 
boom assemblies and is pivotally affixed to main boom 
arm assembly 22. The piston rod 72 of the control cyl 
inder 43 is pivotally attached to the transverse boom 
arm assembly 23. The control cylinder 43 is suitably 
connected to the cylinder control valve 44 by means 
of liquid lines 36c, 36d. 
The transverse boom arm assembly 23 is structurally 

similar to the main boom arm assembly and also has a 
plurality of main support tubing members 68 and struts 
69. The support tubing members of arm 23 are suitably 
pivoted about the boom pivot axle 71. Attached to the 
remote end of the transverse boom arm assembly 23 is 
the blocking pad 24. 
The blocking pad 24 comprises an outer cover 73 of 

suitable material overlying a quantity of padding 74 
which is sandwiched in between the outer cover 73 and 
the padding 74 is preformed to the inner pad equipment 
cover 75 and is attached to cover 75 by rope and eyelets. 
Cover 75 is made from a rigid material. Within the 
upper concave portion of the equipment cover 75 are a 
pair of rearwardly extending pivot arms 76, 77, a switch 
pressure plate 78 and a lower cover support 79. The 
equipment cover 75 is designed to house all of the integral 
parts of the blocking pad within the concave portion of 
the cover. 
The pivot arms 76, 77 are pivotally mounted to the 

pivot support arms 81, 82 located near the top of the 
blocking pad pressure plate 83. The pressure plate 83 
is generally an elongated member having a channel 
shaped body 84 to which there is attached at the upper 
part thereof a mounting plate 85. In the lower extremity 
of the body 84 extending toward the equipment cover 
75 is a systems push switch 86. The push switch arm 
87 is adapted to project into the switch pressure plate 
78 which activates the push switch 86 by a minimum of 
pressure exerted upon the pad 24. The lower cover sup 
port 79 projects through an aperture 88 at the lower 
lmost extremity of the body 84 thereby providing lateral 
support to the equipment cover 75. Within the aperture 
89 on mounting 85 there is mounted a hydraulic cylinder 
control switch 47 that operatively controls the position 
of transverse boom arm 23 with respect to the main 
‘boom arm 22. The mounting plate 85 also includes a 
pair of pressure contact rollers 92, 93 facing rearwardly. 
The entire pressure plate 83 and its associated mecha 
nisms is adapted to pivot relative to reaction plate 98 
while remaining vertical upon upper pivot 94 and lower 
pivot 95. Pivots 94 and 95 are pivotally interconnected 
with pivot support arms 97, 96 of the blocking pad re 
action plate 98. L 
The reaction plate 98 is generally an elongated member 

whose lower portion has an aperture 99 in 1which is 
mounted a hydraulic motor control switch 42. Located 
above the aperture 99 is a switch linkage pivot 102 which 
interconnects, by means of switch linkage 103, the reac 
tion plate 98 to the switch Contact arm 91 of the cylin 
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der control switch 47. It should be noted that the con 
trol switch 47 and linkage pivot point 102 are mounted 
to one side of the longitudinal centerlines of their respec 
tive points 83 and 98. Therefore, the cylinder control 
switch 47 is responsive to pivotal movement between pres 
sure plate 83 and reaction plate 98; however, this relative 
movement must be that of pressure plate 83 rotating about 
pivots 94 and 95. Near the upper portion of the reaction 
plate ‘98 are a pair of horizontally disposed apertures 
104, 105 through which project pressure blocks 106, 107 
which are adapted to coact with the contact rollers 92, 
93. The pressure blocks 106, 107 are a?ixed to a con 
necting plate 108 which is maintained in proper position 
between upper and lower guides 109. The pressure ex 
erted by the pressure blocks 106, 107 upon the contact 
rollers is controlled by the resiliently mounted control 
rod 111. The control rod 111 comprises a threaded screw 
112 about which is positioned a coil spring 113 that ex 
erts a compressive force upon the connecting plate 108 
as the threaded screw 112 is engaged with the reaction 
plate aperture 114. The degree to which the spring 113 is 
compressed determines the relative pressure between the 
pressure blocks and the contact rollers'thereby deter 
mining the amount of relative pressure required to pivot 
the pressure plate 83 in one direction or the other. As 
the pressure plate 83 is pivoted, it will be apparent that 
more pressure will be applied by one or the other of the 
contact rollers to their respective pressure blocks there 
by displacing rearwardly the connecting plate 108. To 
the rear of the reaction plate 98, and ?xed to transverse 
boom arm 23, is a support plate 115 to which the roller 
pivots 116, 117 of the reaction plate 98 are pivotally 
connected at pivot support arms 118 and 119. The hy 
draulic motor control switch 42 is interconnected between 
reaction plate 98 and ?xed support plate 115 by a switch 
linkage 121 pivotally connected at pivot 122 of the ?xed 
support plate and upon the switch arm 123 of the switch 
42. Therefore, as the reaction plate pivots vertically about 
horizontal pivot supports 118, 119 the position of arm 
1-23 of switch 42 will be changed. The reaction plate 98 
and the ?xed support plate 115 are maintained relative 
to one another with the maximum distance being con 
trolled by the threaded bolt 124 extending from the re 
action plate 98 through the ?xed support plate 115 and 
terminating in a nut 125. In order to control the pres 
sure required to operate switch 42 a pressure control de 
vice 126 is provided which includes a threaded screw 
127 engaging the screw housing 128 and projecting 
through aperture 129 of the ?xed support plate 115 and 
thence through receiving aperture 131 within the re 
action plate. Encircling the cut-down shaft of the screw 
127 between the reaction plate 98 and the shoulder 127a 
of screw 127 is a compression spring 132. When com 
pressing spring 132 by means of the screw 127, the pres 
sure required to move reaction plate 98 relatively closer 
to ?xed support plate 115 will be increased thereby mak 
ing it possible to determine what minimum amount of 
pressure upon the blocking pad is required to operate 
switch 42 which in turn controls the hydraulic motor. 

In order to control the required amount of threshold 
or initial impact pressure which the football player is 
to exert on the blocking pad 24 so that the mechanisms 
of the instant invention are properly energized, the 
coach’s station has an impact control selector switch 133 
which generally contains a plurality of contacts 134a, 
134b, 1340, 134d, and 134e. A second set of correspond 
ing contact points are located in the impact switch 135 
and are denoted by numerals 136a, 136b, 1360, 136a’ 
and 136a. The impact switch 135 is controlled by the 
activator 137. The various contacts from the impact 
switch 135 are interconnected with the contact points 
of the coach’s selector 133. Connecting the activator 137 
to the switch 135 is a connecting rod 138. Since the 
activator is pivotally mounted upon movable spring sup 
port plate 58 and biased by a pair of springs 139, it is 
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6 
noted that when the player charges the blocking pad 
with enough initial impact or threshold pressure to turn 
the main boom arm assembly 22 so as to compress 
springs 61 and 63, the activator 137 will be forced to 
move in the same direction as the sprocket 54. The 
amount of movement of the activator 137 will determine 
which contact point the contact arm 141 will move to. If 
the player has charged the blocking pad with su?icient 
force then the contact arm 141 will move to a corre 
sponding contact point in the impact switch that matches 
the setting upon the coach’s control selector switch 133. 
Upon such an event occurring the mechanisms of the 
invention are activated and that player may carry out 
the proper blocking procedures. If insu?icient pressure 
has been applied then the mechanisms will not be 
activated. If the player does not maintain sut?cient sus 
taining pressure against pad 24 then switch 86 will open 
causing holding relay 143 to also open as that the mecha 
nisms of the invention will shut down. 

In operation of the present invention it will be assumed 
that the blocking apparatus is initially at rest until the 
main power switch 142 is closed thereby energizing the 
system. In FIGURE 13 it can be seen that upon the clos 
ing of switch 142 the power is supplied to the motor 31 
which in turn drives the hydraulic pump 34 thereby sup 
plying pressurized hydraulic ?uid through lines 36 to both 
of the control valves 38 and 44. However, since these 
valves are in a neutral position, the pressurized hydraulic 
?uid flows through them and back into the reservoir tank 
without doing any work. The operator at the coach’s con 
trol station 21 will then determine the setting upon the 
coach’s selector switch 133 depending upon the physical 
characteristics of each particular football player. If the 
player is relatively inexperienced and of light-weight, the 
selector could well be placed upon switch contact point 
134a. Such a position of selection would allow the block 
ing apparatus to be easily controlled by the player. How 
ever, assuming the player to be of relatively large size 
and of more than average experience, the selector switch 
133 might be placed at contact point'134d as shown in 
FIGURE 13. 

Until the systems switch 86 is closed upon the ?rst 
impact of the player against the blocking pad, no current 
is ?owing through the control circuitry. When the player 
charges the blocking pad properly he closes the relatively 
easy to close systems switch which allows power to ?ow 
to slip ring 60d and, if the player has impacted against 
blocking pad 24 with the required energy, the transverse 
boom arm assembly 23 and the main boom arm assembly 
22 are caused to initially rotate clockwise about the main 
axle 25. This motion is imparted to the sprocket 54 and 
the activator 137 which will move the contact arm 141 to 
contact point 136d. When the contact arm 141 strikes this 
contact point, current is allowed to ?ow through the 
coach’s selector switch 133 and its contact point 134d 
thereby energizing the holding relay 143 which closes 
switch 144. Since contact arm 141 makes only momentary 
contact with the required contact point before it is re 
turned to a zero position, holding relay 143 is required to 
maintain switch 144 in a closed position. This accom 
plished by current ?owing through switch 144 thereby 
maintaining energization of the holding relay. 
Upon the closing of switch 144 current is supplied to 

slip ring 602 and through the hydraulic motor control 
switch 42 which energizes either solenoid 39 or 41, de 
pending upon the amount of impact force the player gives 
to the blocking pad. The hydraulic motor control switch 
42 is normally in a position shown by FIGURE 13 which 
would allow current to energize solenoid 39 thereby re 
ciprocating the valve body 145 in such a manner as to 
open ?uid line 36a thereby supplying hydraulic ?uid to the 
motor 37 and driving the output shaft in a clockwise man 
ner when viewed in FIGURE 6, which in turn drives 
sprocket 65 along chain 66 to force the blocking pad 
against the player and causing him to retreat. However, 
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if the player has impacted against the blocking pad with 
suf?cient force to meet the threshold or initial impact 
pressure and thereby to cause switch 42 to close in the 
alternate position, as shown by FIGURE 13, and solenoid 
41 is energized, then valve body 145 reciprocates to allow 
the pressurized fluid to ?ow through line 36b to drive the 
hydraulic motor in the opposite counter-clockwise direc 
tion. This allows the player to push the blocking appara 
tus in a clockwise manner without any back pressure other 
than the built in resistance force, as long as the su?icient 
sustaining pressure is maintained to keep switch 42 closed 
in the alternate position. If, however, the player during 
his charge fails to maintain suf?cient pressure to keep 
switch 42 in the alternate position it will reclose to its 
normal position thereby shifting valve body 145 and 
causing the blocking pad to force the player to retreat. 

In order to teach the player the principles of either 
straight ahead blocking or cross blocking, the hydraulic 
cylinder control switch 47 comes into play. If the player 
is to be blocking in a straight ahead manner which corre 
sponds to a line of direction along the longitudinal center 
line of boom arm 23 then it is desired that switch 47 
should not close to make contact with either of the points 
47a, 47b‘, 47c or 47d. If the player does not maintain his 
straight ahead blocking pressure and tends to apply more 
pressure to force the pad 24 to the right (when observing 
the pad from head-on), then switch 47 will be forced to 
make contact with position 47a to energize solenoid 45 
causing valve body 146 to be reciprocated to allow pres 
surized ?uid through line 360 which causes the control 
cylinder 43 to suddenly move the transverse boom arm 
assembly 23 inwardly into the player’s left side in the same 
manner as would be encountered if an opposing player 
was ?ghting off the block. In addition, if the player also 
failed to maintain the required pressure upon the switch 
42 then he could ?nd himself not only losing the proper 
blocking stance against the pad, but also ?nd himself be 
ing counterblocked from the front and side. If, because 
of improper blocking procedure, switch 47 is forced to a 
position shown as 47b, then solenoid 46 is energized to 
reciprocate valve body 146 to supply pressurized ?uid 
through line 36d which would cause the transverse boom 
arm assembly 23 to pivot into the player’s right side. In 
the same manner as previously described the player would 
lose the proper blocking stance. However, if the player 
supplies su?icient force to blocking pad 24 at an angle to 
the longitudinal centerline of the transverse boom arm 
23 so that switch 47 makes through either contact 470 
or 47d, then the reverse operation of that explained for 
contacts 47a and 47b will occur. That is, the transverse 
boom arm 23 will succumb to the player’s charge and 
will move in a manner to simulate the condition present 
when a cross-block or the like is being properly performed. 
However, if the contact is not continued through either 
470 or 4717, as the case may be, then the boom arm 23 
will oppose the player’s charge. 
The present invention has shown a blocking apparatus 

which will teach the proper fundamentals to football 
players of all experience and sizes and will react in exactly 
the same manner as might be expected of an opposing 
player if improper blocking procedures are used. The pres 
ent invention allows a coach to more effectively train the 
players by utilizing a mechanical device which reacts 
much like an opposing player during training sessions 
thereby eliminating the need for a player on the same 
team to be used as a blocking dummy. This allows a much 
more e?icient organization and further allows the individ 
ual players to be schooled in the specialties of their par 
ticular position. 

While I have particularly shown and described one par 
ticular embodiment of the invention, it is distinctly under 
stood that the invention is not limited thereto but that 
modi?cations may be made within the scope of the inven 
tion and such variations as are covered by the scope of 
the appended claims. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. In a powered training apparatus, a supporting mem 

ber, a charging station supported by the supporting mem 
ber and extending toward a player positioned to con 
tact the charging station, impact sensing means for sens 
ing the initial impact pressure applied to the charging 
station by a player, said impact sensing means being se 
lectively controllable to respond to a preselected impact 
threshold pressure, powered means responsive to the ob 
taining of said preselected impact threshold pressure and 
to the maintaining of at least a predetermined sustained 
pressure to actively drive the charging station away from 
the player. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 including means to sense 
the direction of applied pressure upon the charging station 
by the player and to sense the departure from a predeter 
mined reference direction of the applied pressure. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1 including powered means 
responsive to the obtaining of said preselected impact 
threshold pressure and to the maintaining of a pressure 
less than a preselected sustained pressure to actively 
drive the charging station toward the player. 

4. The apparatus of claim 3 including means to sense 
the direction of applied pressure upon the charging sta 
tion by the player and to sense the departure from a pre 
determined reference direction of the applied pressure. 

5. The apparatus of claim 4 wherein the sensed direc— 
tion is angularly disposed to the reference direction by a 
predetermined amount. 

6. In a powered training apparatus, a supporting mem 
ber, a charging station supported by the supporting mem 
ber and extending toward a player positioned to contact 
the charging station, an impact sensing means for sensing 
the initial impact pressure applied to the charging sta~ 
tion by the player, said impact sensing means being se 
lectively controllable to respond to a preselected initial 
impact threshold pressure, said sensing means being posi 
tioned within said charging station, means responsive to 
the maintaining of a predetermined sustained pressure 
against said charging station, powered means responsive 
to the obtaining of said preselected impact pressure and 
to the maintaining of less than said predetermined sus— 
tained pressure for actively moving said charging station 
toward the player. 

7. In a powered training apparatus, a supporting mem 
ber having a free end and a supported end, a thrust arm 
having a supported end and a free end, the supported end 
of the thrust arm being pivotally supported at the free 
end of the supporting member, a charging station sup 
ported by the free end of the thrust arm and extending 
outwardly toward a player positioned to contact the 
charging station, sensing means to sense an initial impact 
or threshold pressure applied to the charging station by 
the player, power means separate from said sensing means 
operatively connected to said charging station to drive 
said charging station, said power means being operatively 
controlled by said sensing means to actively and con 
tinuously drive said charging station relative to said 
player upon an initial threshold pressure being applied. 

8. The apparatus of claim 7 wherein said power means 
actively and continuously drives said charging station 
away from said player after said player applies said 
initial impact pressure. 

9. In a powered training apparatus, a radius arm hav 
ing a free end and a pivotally supported end, a thrust 
arm having a supported end and a free end, the supported 
end of the thrust arm being pivotally supported at the 
free end of the radius arm, a charging station supported 
by the free end of the thrust arm and extending outwardly 
toward a player positioned to contact the charging sta 
tion, impact sensing means for sensing the initial impact 
pressure applied to the charging station by a player, said 
impact sensing means being selectively controllable to re 
spond to a preselected impact threshold pressure, powered 
means responsive to the obtaining of said preselected im~ 
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pact threshold pressure and to the maintaining of at least 
said sustained pressure to actively drive the charging 
station away from the player. 

10. In a powered training apparatus, a supporting 
member having a free end and a supported end, a thrust 
arm having a supported end and a free end, the supported 
end of the thrust arm being pivotally supported in an 
initial position at the free end of the supporting member, 
a charging station supported by the free end of the thrust 
arm and extending outwardly toward a player positioned 
to contact the charging station, impact sensing means for 
sensing the initial impact pressure applied to the charging 
station by a player, said impact sensing means being se 
lectively controllable to respond to a preselected impact 
threshold pressure, said sensing means being positioned 
within said charging station, powered means ressponsive 
to the obtaining of said preselected impact threshold pres 
sure and to be the maintaining of at least said substained 
pressure to actively drive the charging station away from 
the player. 

11. In a powered training apparatus as described in 
claim 10, wherein upon an angular pressure being applied 
upon the thrust arm which is substantially greater than 
said predetermined amount of pressure, the thrust arm is 
passively moved in a direction corresponding to the pres 
sure applied to the thrust arm. 

12. In a powered training apparatus, a movable sup 
porting member having a free end and a supported end, 
a thrust arm having a supported end and a free end, the 
supported end of the thrust arm being pivotally supported 
at the free end of the supporting member on a pivot point, 
a charging station supported by the free end of the thrust 
arm, sensing means to sense an initial impact or thresh 
old pressure applied to the charging station by the player, 
power means operatively connected to said charging sta 
tion to drive said charging station, said power means be 
ing operatively controlled by said sensing means to ac 
tively and continuously drive said charging station rela 
tive to said player upon an initial threshold pressure being 
applied, second sensing means to sense a sustained pres 
sure to be continuously applied by said player to said 
charging station, said second sensing means operatively 
controlling said power means to reverse the direction of 
driven movement of said charging station upon failure 
of the player to maintain said sustained pressure. 

13. The powered training apparatus as de?ned in 
claim 12, wherein the charging station comprises a block 
ing pad extending outwardly toward a player positioned 
to contact the charging station, the blocking pad com 
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prising pivotal command means which activates the 
means for controlling the pivotal movement of the thrust 
arm relative to the supporting member upon pressure of 
at least a predetermined amount being applied to the 
charging station angularly' to the longitudinal centerline 
of the thrust arm by the player contacting the blocking 
pad. 

14. The powered training apparatus as de?ned in claim 
13, wherein the means for moving the supporting mem 
ber and thrust arm comprises a reversible motive means 
mounted on the control station. 

15. In a powered training apparatus, a supporting 
member, a charging station supported by the supporting 
member and extending toward a player positioned to con 
tact the charging station, sensing means to sense an initial 
impact or threshold pressure applied to the charging 
station by the player, power means separate from said 
sensing means operatively connected to said charging 
station to drive said charging station, said power means 
being operatively controlled by said sensing means to ac 
tively and continuously drive said charging station rela 
tive to said player upon an initial threshold pressure be 
ing applied. 

16. The apparatus of claim 15 wherein said power 
means actively and continuously drives said charging sta 
tion away from said player after said player applies said 
initial impact pressure. 

17. The apparatus of claim 15 including second sens 
ing means to sense a sustained pressure to be continu 
ously applied by said player to said charging station, said 
second sensing means operatively controlling said power 
means to reverse the direction of driven movement of said 
charging station upon failure of the player to maintain 
said sustained pressure. 

18. The apparatus of claim 15 wherein said sensing 
means is positioned within said charging station. 
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